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BetsyHeaven to

Dominating the international 

arena of luxury shirtmaking since 1984, 

thomas Pink continues to create top 

selling collections for men and women. 

the brand’s Creative Director, Florence 

torrens, has been at the helm of this 

definitively British clothier for thepast 

three years -- guiding the company 

through the global marketplace, 

overseeing brand development and 

concepting the continually changing 

seasonal collections. tPJ was pleased 

to sit down with Florence to discuss this 

year’s collection, the inspiration behind 

it, the White Shirt Bar…and mr. Darcy. 

many a literary lion — or fledgling one — has rested their pen at the Betsy 
hotel — South Beach, breathing in the scents, taking in the sounds of lapping 
waves, reveling in the starlit sky from the hotel’s rooftop lounge that overlooks 
the atlantic ocean. it’s a juxtaposition, the hotel and respite it offers, as the blocks 
surrounding it throb to the pulse of ocean Drive. But then, the Betsy is not just 
any luxury hotel. it’s a hotel that intends to take guests back to a time of salon 
culture, though here in South Beach, i might call it “salons by the sea.” grab a bit 
of what this special hotel setting has to offer, whether a slice, a sliver, or reach for 
the moon. the Betsy will not disappoint.
 
the Betsy is the creation of new Yorker Jonathan Plutizk who teamed with his 
wife, Zimbabwe-born leslie goldwasser, to create something different on South 
Beach. he didn’t have far to look for inspiration. his father, hyam Plutzik, was a 
finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in poetry, and Jonathan grew up to the incantations 
of verse. When he and his wife sought to become hoteliers after decades dealing 
in dollars (Wall Street), Plutzik saw in the Betsy an opportunity to create a unique 
physical place that could also offer rewarding cultural experiences. Salons by the 
sea were born, and today, after a head-to-toe revitalization, the Betsy stands out 
distinct along avenues of art deco on South Beach. it is now rated among the top 
literary hotels in the world.
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the Betsy is a luxury, boutique hotel, its 61 rooms and suites set 
back from the beach in an historic colonial structure along ocean 
Drive. the interiors are modern and airy with clean and elegant, 
curved lines. Whites dominate guestroom decor, interspersed with 
splashes of palm green, violet-lily and lemon, and sunset-orange 
hues. Public spaces, which spill out on to verandahs overlooking 
the beach, take on shades of the sand and earth, while umbrella-
stripes on lobby lounges add a retro feel to the hotel’s tropical 
flair. Ceiling fans turn lazily overhead. there are colonial touches in 
sync with the historic exterior, which was designed by famed art 
deco architect, l. murray Dixon, who was said to have a moment 
of “americana” between the great wars, prompting him to lean 
toward tradition for a brief moment in South Beach history. hence 
this american colonial standout amidst the sharp, angular lines of 
nearby buildings, though the sky scape of art deco can be enjoyed 
from Betsy rooms.

a cornerstone of the hotel is its Writer’s room, which is dedicated 
to a writers-in-residence program that fosters the arts. Billy Collins 
and presidential-inaugural poet, richard Blanco, have picked up 
their pens behind its walls, as has novelist richard Ford, who 

likens language to, “the fabric of affection that holds people close 
enough together to survive.“ Whether literati, songwriters, or 
composers of a different sort, the Writer’s room offers a respite, 
reminiscent of tucked away writer’s corners that existed in pre-
war hotels where guests sat to pen memories of their travels. 
each guestroom of the Betsy also comes with its own library, as 
well as a book tote for transporting a good read to beach or bistro. 

not that all is quiet, by any means, at the Betsy. it just pulses to 
a different miami beat. maybe that means jazz twice weekly, an 
opera insider evening, enjoying art installation exhibits, or taking 
in surround sound at the underground speakeasy, B Bar, which 
is subtly illuminated by ever-changing artwork in light boxes. the 
Betsy’s roof deck, on the other hand, is the antithesis of pulse, 
site of a Wellness garden & Spa where the Betsy difference 
can mean a “waterfall” or “africology” massage, or a mojito-
mint hand and foot treatment. then there’s the starlit lounge 
atop the deck — perhaps for reaching for that cracker of moon. 
lounging on one of its chaises, i can enjoy a signature “Darker 
and Stormier” cocktail (ginger beer, dark rum, splash of tia maria, 
and lime) while sail-like canopies overhead retract for usually un-
stormy views into the vastness beyond.

From top to bottom, and in the corners in between, it’s easy to 
transport oneself at the Betsy to private enclaves of thought and 
reflection. i find myself pondering how interesting and different 
South Beach can be, depending on where i choose to rest my 
feet or lay my head. 
 
With retreats in mind, i query Jonathan Plutzik: if you could sit in 
the Writer’s room, and will yourself anywhere on earth, where 
might that be? his answer: “Victoria Falls.” he imagines himself 
there, “having lunch on the verandah…hearing the sound of the 
falls, the warm breezes.”
 
as he speaks, i drift off with his thoughts, and i too am there, 
watching the mist rise above the crashing torrents. then i’m off 
to my own inner escapes — brought on by the new imagination 
that the Betsy brings to South Beach. 

transport yourself to the salons of ocean Drive.
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Tonight the moon is a cracker, 
with a bite out of it 
floating in the night, 

and in a week or so 
according to the calendar 
it will probably look 

like a silver football, 
and nine, maybe ten days ago
it reminded me of a thin bright claw.  

But eventually — 
by the end of the month, 
I reckon -— 
 
it will waste away 
to nothing, 
nothing but stars in the sky, 
 
and I will have a few nights 
to myself, 
a little time to rest my jittery pen. 

— Billy Collins 
     Former u.S. Poet laureate

 


